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The Lost Treasure 

Imagine you are in the middle of an adventure to find the lost treasure.  

Your latest clues have pointed you in the direction of these structures in the middle of 
the sea.  

I would like you to continue the story, including great descriptions of these structures 
and what they make you feel like as you approach them.  

Think about what you can see, hear, smell, taste, and touch to support your description.  

Remember to: use personification, onomatopoeia, alliteration, similes, adverbs, fronted 
adverbials, prepositions, conjunctions. 

 

 



WAGOLL (Just the first two paragraphs to give you an example of what we 
would like...you need to finish the story remember!!!) 
Glistening beneath the sunlight sky, the statue-like figures stood tall. As I squinted 
through my eyes, through the piercing brightness, I could see the challenge ahead - 
how could we defeat these beasts? We had come so far to get to the final goal - the 
treasure of Lost Paradise - so we couldn’t turn back now. Quickly, I grabbed my 
rucksack of emergency supplies (water, chocolate bars, sweets and my compass) 
and I crept forward for a closer look. 
The first structure was not just tall, it was gigantic! It towered over me blocking the 
sun making a shadow as dark as night. A chill ran down my spine. The air was as 
still as a deer caught in headlights. I suddenly felt terrified because I had no idea 
what stood behind this obstrocity. The taste of dampness touched my lips as I saw 
the algae that had wrapped itself like a dress around the monument. 
 
Spellings 
 
Sentence, Please write sentences using each of your spelling words. 
You may use more than one word in a sentence, but you must write 5 
sentences. 
 
ought bought thought nought brought fought 
rough tough enough chough 
cough 
though although dough 
through breakthrough 
thorough borough  
plough bough 
 


